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Abstract
Log is a key enabler of many security applications including
but not limited to security auditing and forensic analysis. Due
to the rapid growth of modern computing infrastructure size,
software systems are generating more and more logs every
day. Moreover, the duration of recent cyber attacks like Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) is becoming longer, and
their targets consist of many connected organizations instead
of a single one. This requires the analysis on logs from different sources and long time periods. Storing such large sized log
files is becoming more important and also challenging than
ever. Existing logging systems are either inefficient (i.e., high
storage overhead) or designed for limited security applications
(i.e., no support for general security analysis). In this paper,
we propose E LISE, a storage efficient logging system built
on top of a novel lossless data compression technique, which
naturally supports all types of security analysis. It features
lossless log compression using a novel log file preprocessing
and Deep Neural Network (DNN) based method to learn optimal character encoding. On average, E LISE can achieve 3
and 2 times better compression results compared with existing state-of-the-art methods Gzip and DeepZip, respectively,
showing a promising future research direction.

1

Introduction

Log is a valuable source for many security applications such
as forensic analysis [33, 41, 42, 50], system auditing [48, 66],
Denial of Service (DoS) detection [13, 54] and intrusion detection [21, 23, 26, 27, 45]. In many scenarios like forensic
analysis, the attacker has already left the system before analysis, and log is the only information that we can leverage to
backtrack the attack fingerprints and understand the attack
consequences [33]. During the last years, modern attacks like
Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) are becoming more and
more frequent. In these attacks, the adversary can maintain secret access to highly confidential systems for a long time [56].
Moreover, APT groups tend to attack a few connected or associated targets together to gain more profitable information.
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For example, in the recent 2020 United States federal government data breach [14], attackers started to compromise
the supply chain before October 2019, and the attack was
not acknowledged until December 2020. It is suspected that
attacks maintained secret access and performed data breach
for over 8 months. This attack targeted over 10 U.S. federal,
state and local governments, and 15 private sectors, including
these that have well-trained employees and state-of-the-art
(SOTA) defense techniques and products, such as Department
of Defense and security firms like Palo Alto Networks. Performing log based analysis on such sized attacks requires
examining a huge amount of data because of the large number
of involved parties and long duration of the attack. Moreover,
daily used programs generate a huge amount of data every day.
According to previous studies [25, 29, 37], a single end user
computer generates GBs log every day. Servers generate even
larger sized log because of heavier workloads [63]. As such,
storing logs is important and essential for security analysis,
but also challenging because of huge storage overheads for
large enterprises and organizations [26, 37, 63].
There are two existing mainstream methods to reduce the
storage overhead. One is to directly remove redundant information from the log, and the other one is to compress log to
reduce log file size. Many existing approaches [29, 37, 42, 63]
proposed a set of rules to identify redundant events in logs
and remove them without affecting the analysis result. However, these methods limit the analysis that can be applied on
the log [29, 63]. For many security analyses, it is hard or even
impossible to define what is redundant. In dependence based
security analysis, examples of redundant events are repeated
read or write system calls on the same system objects, e.g.,
a socket. While Machine Learning (ML) based methods identify possible DoS attacks by analyzing the frequency of read
and write system calls to certain sockets. In summary, redundant events in one security analysis are no longer redundant in
another scenario. As such, data reduction is not general to all
downstream applications. Similarly, lossy data compression is
not acceptable either, because it can lose critical information
required by some security analysis. In conclusion, to provide
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general service to various types of security analysis and reduce the storage overhead at the same time, it is essential to
perform lossless data compression.
Traditional lossless data compression solutions [20, 30, 68]
usually perform rule based processing. For example, the most
commonly used compression method, Gzip [20], uses the
LZ77 algorithm [68] and Huffman encoding [30] to compress
files. Such methods can capture certain redundancy in the
data, but they are usually not optimal. Recently, ML based
data compression has been proposed [8, 43, 55, 61], and benefiting from the recent advances in DNN research, they [6, 19]
have achieved lower compression ratios1 . DNNs can better
estimate the character distribution and catch the redundancy
in given contexts compared to methods like Gzip [6, 19]. As a
result, it can generate shorter encodings to represent the same
data using less space. However, existing DNN based compression methods such as DeepZip [19], have a few drawbacks in
compressing log files. Firstly, training DNN models is quite
challenging. Logs contain natural language (NL) tokens, and
training models for such tasks is well known to be hard [53].
SOTA models are huge, difficult to train, and cost a lot of resources. Secondly, existing methods cannot fully disclose the
redundancy of log files [6, 19]. Different from a general NL
artifact, log entries are well formatted, and hence, much contextual information is hidden. This causes extra difficulty in
extracting the redundancy and compressing them for methods
like DeepZip.
In this paper, we propose E LISE (Efficient LoggIng SystEm), a storage efficient logging system. It combines redundancy reduction and representation learning to fully uncover
the redundancy in logs, and produces optimally sized log
files. It creates a dictionary (referred as a reference table)
to memorize structural redundancy in logs, and converts NL
artifacts to numerical representations to simplify and speed
up the process of training an encoder. After that, it leverages
the trained encoder and arithmetic encoding to create the
optimal representation in binary string format, which takes
the minimal space to store. By doing so, E LISE can achieve
lower compression ratios compared with existing methods.
Our prototype is evaluated on various sized log files from
five different systems including Linux, Windows, Apache,
MySQL, and FreeBSD. One highlighted result is that E LISE
achieves 9 times better compression ratio on HTTP logs compared with the traditional method Gzip. Moreover, it improves
the runtime of DeepZip by a factor of 6.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We perform a thorough analysis of existing logging systems, and identify their limitations. They are either designed for a limited number of security analysis applications or storage inefficient (i.e., high storage overhead).
1 Compression

ratio is defined as the compressed file size over the original
file size. The smaller, the better.
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• We identify structural and contextual redundancies in
log files, and propose a novel lossless log compression
technique by using redundancy reduction and optimized
encoder. It is more effective at capturing redundancies
in logs by leveraging a novel preprocessing process and
learning a high quality DNN encoder. It also optimizes
the efficiency by converting NL artifacts to numerical
representations.
• We build a prototype E LISE based on our proposed idea,
and our results show that on average, E LISE outperforms
existing methods, Gzip and DeepZip by 1.84 times in
terms of compression ratios, and reduces the time cost
by 5.63 times compared with methods in its kind.
Roadmap: In Section 2, we provide the background knowledge of log reduction and compression, a motivating example
to show the limitations of existing work and a comparison of
different methods including ours. Section 3 presents the design of E LISE, our storage efficient system. Section 4 shows
the experiments we performed to evaluate the effectiveness,
efficiency and security analysis support of E LISE, and an ablation study of E LISE. In Section 5, we discuss the advantages
and limitations of E LISE and future research directions. We
summarize related work in Section 6 and conclude this paper
in Section 7.

2

Background and Motivation

Log analysis is an essential part of system development, which
can be used for many tasks such as debugging [34, 47, 57, 60],
performance measurement and trouble-shooting [16, 58, 62,
67], as well as many security applications including but not
limited to intrusion detection [21, 23, 26, 27, 45], system monitoring [13, 24], attack investigation and provenance analysis [33, 41, 42, 50]. For example, Apache HTTP access log
provides rich information for security auditing. In investigating APTs where the adversary customizes malware and
residents in the system for months to years, log is the only
source that cyber analysts can leverage to understand the
ramifications (i.e., damages made by the attack) and root
causes. Many security analytic systems for APTs and other
cyberattacks are based on system level audit logs or program
logs [26, 41, 50, 64].
One fundamental challenge of existing log based systems
is the large volume of log data to store. In previous work [17,
26, 31, 37, 40–42, 63], researchers observed that a small sized
enterprise needs to store hundreds of gigabytes log files even
only for system level events. We also have observed the same
phenomenon in our testbed. Notice that APTs can last for
years. To support cyber attack analysis, logs have to be stored
for years, causing a huge burden. Consistently collecting and
storing such large amounts of log for months or even years
waste too much storage space and also hinder the development
of large-scale log security applications.
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There are two typical approaches to solve this problem.
One [37, 42, 63] is to remove redundant events to reduce storage overhead for specific security related investigations. For
example, LogGC [37] observes that many system call events
represent the same semantics, e.g., a sequence of read system calls reflect only one file read operation, and proposes
to shrink the log by keeping only one of them. Despite that
they have great effects on reducing the log size, these methods assume using analysis methods whose result will remain
accurate without removed events, such as dependence analysis [37, 42] where all read system calls represent the same
dependency. Therefore, the definition of “redundant events”
is specific to analysis methods. As such, this approach can
not be generally applied to different security applications: for
example, an event frequency based anomaly detection method
requires all events including the ones that are defined as “redundant” in dependence based analysis [37, 42]. The other
approach, data compression, which is more general, stores the
same information with less space. Data compression methods can be roughly divided into lossless compression and
lossy compression. Because of the data integrity requirement
of most security analyses, lossy compression is not suitable.
Thus, lossless data compression is the most general and commonly accepted method for log storage optimization.

2.1

Lossless Data Compression

The goal of lossless data compression is to generate another
encoding for the same contents so that the space usage is
reduced. The basic idea is to use shorter encodings for more
frequent elements. Such an embedding schema can be produced by using either traditional rule based approaches or
machine learning based approaches. Traditional rule based
approaches compress data by using observable and definable
redundancy rules first, and symbol frequencies based encoding algorithms such as Huffman [30] encoding later. Represented by Gzip, most modern commercial and open-source
compression systems use such a schema. ML approaches
train probabilistic models to learn the statistical structure of
data that can be coupled to arithmetic encoding, a stronger
encoding algorithm than Huffman encoding, to better exploit
the statistical redundancy in the input and improve compression results. Along this line of work, DNNs have achieved
state-of-the-art results [10, 43, 55].
Rule based lossless compression. Gzip, the most representative rule based data compression method, works by first
replacing repeated content blocks in the text with shorter
mark strings, and then using Huffman encoding to encode the
characters. It first uses a variant of the LZ77 algorithm [68],
which detects all repeated contents in the file and replaces
them with shorter marks: if we know the position and size of
the first matched content, we can replace the following identical ones with a mark including the distance between these
two and the length of the repeated contents. After obtaining
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the preprocessed file, Gzip then uses Huffman algorithm [30]
to encode characters. The more frequently occurring characters in the file are encoded with fewer bits, thus compressing
the file further. The mapping between a single character and
its encoding will be recorded into a table, which is usually
referred as the reference table.
ML based lossless compression. DeepZip [19] is state-ofthe-art ML based lossless compression method. It uses a
DNN and arithmetic encoding to better locate the statistical
redundancy in inputs and improve compression effectiveness.
DeepZip first determines a fixed-window size n, and uses a
sequence of n characters in the input as an input to the DNN.
Based on the given input, the DNN is trained to predict the
distribution of the next character with a standard backward
propagation method. Then, the arithmetic encoder encodes
the character using the obtained predicted possibility distribution. If the character is predicted accurately, i.e., the character
has the highest predicted value, it will be encoded with the
fewest number of bits using arithmetic encoding.
Arithmetic encoding works differently from Huffman encoding, and is also used by many existing compression methods [9, 61]. It uses a probabilistic model that constantly updates the occurrence probability of each character at the current location based on the prediction of a certain predictor, and
encodes them so that a character with a higher predicted probability will get fewer bits. As a result, better prediction results
will lead to lower compression ratios, and it can guarantee
that the compression is lossless.

2.2

Log Compression

Traditionally, Gzip is the most widely used method for log
compression [12,52]. However, its compression ratio is higher
than ML based methods. Existing work observed that DNN
based lossless data compression methods can achieve far better results than Gzip because of the capability of identifying
statistical redundancy in data. Our evaluation results (see Section 4) also confirm such findings. For example, on Linux
system log, DeepZip and Gzip achieve 1.60% and 3.57%
compression ratio, respectively. Namely, files compressed by
DeepZip take less than half space compared with Gzip. Considering the log size in large enterprises can be in PB or even
larger, such a lower compression ratio can lead to significant
savings in storage maintenance.
Despite the amazing effect in compressing textual data,
DNN based compression methods have not been widely used
in log compression. This is mainly because of its low efficiency. As shown in Section 4.3, DeepZip takes several hours
to compress a small log file, e.g., 12.7 hours for a 0.8 GB file,
which is unacceptable. The decompression process also takes
longer time compared with methods like Gzip. Besides, existing compression methods are designed for general textual
data, and do not leverage the domain knowledge of log files,
which leads to non-optimal compression ratios.
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2.3

Motivating Example

Motivated by the fact that all existing log collection systems
are not storage efficient, we propose E LISE to solve this problem. Figure 1 illustrates how different methods work on a
simplified log entry from the Linux Auditd system. It logs a
system call event with syscall number 20 (syscall and type)
and related context including pid, timestamp (ts), sequence
number of this log entry in this logging session (counter),
file paths (path) and so on.
The compression process can be roughly divided into three
steps. The first step is to preprocess the original log from its
original format to a compression friendly format. The second
step is to produce an encoder that knows the representation of
the log. The last step is to encode the log with the encoder and
compress it. Gzip uses a deterministic encoding algorithm
(i.e., Huffman encoding), so it does nothing in step 2. DeepZip
does not perform any analysis on the original log file, and it
has no preprocessing logic. E LISE has its own preprocessing
step and an improved training procedure in step 2.
Gzip. The workflow of Gzip is shown in Box A of Figure 1.
In the preprocessing step, Gzip leverages the LZ77 algorithm
to replace repeated strings. LZ77 algorithm uses a buffer to
store recently scanned data and looks for new common substrings that are longer than a threshold (typically 3). When
such a substring is found, LZ77 will replace it with a mark
which is shorter than the substring (i.e., the substring length
threshold has to be larger than the length of the mark). For the
given example in Figure 1, LZ77 can find that syscall is a
repeated string in 1 , and then replaces it with the new mark
(16, 7). The first number in this mark denotes the distance to
the last appearance of this string (i.e., the second syscall
is 16 characters away from its last appearance), and the second number represents the length of this repeated string (i.e.,
syscall is a 7-char long string).
In the log compression step (step 3), Gzip applies Huffman
encoding to compress the log file. Huffman encoding counts
the frequency of all characters in the file and encodes more
frequent characters with shorter binary codes to ensure that
the number of bits needed to encode the entire file is the
minimal. For example, digit 6 has higher frequency than 1,
and as a result, encoding of 6 (i.e.,“10”) is shorter than that
of 1 (i.e., “110”). Moreover, such binary formats are shorter
than the original encoding where all characters have the same
length of binary bits.
DeepZip. In Figure 1, Box B presents the overview of
DeepZip. It does not perform any preprocessing for the target file 3 . It trains a DNN based classifier as encoder on
the given log file. The DNN takes a string in the log file as
input and tries to predict the next character. For example, it
uses the sequence counter:13,syscall:20,type:syscal
to predict the next character. The output of the model will
give a probability pair (low, high) for all possible characters.
In this case, it assigns (0.1, 0.7) to letter “l”. The first value
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denotes the sum of probabilities for all characters before “l”
(e.g., letters a to k), and the second value adds the probability
of letter “l”. In this case, the probability of the next letter
being letters before “l” is 0.1 and letter “l” itself is 0.6, thus
the second value is 0.7.
DeepZip uses arithmetic encoding to compress logs in step
3. A detailed example of arithmetic encoding is described
in Section 3. Compared with Gzip, DNNs have better distribution estimations for characters than Huffman encoding,
enabling lower compression ratios.
E LISE. Because of DNN based encoder, DeepZip is more
effective in compressing files compared with Gzip. However,
we observe that DeepZip is still not optimal. Firstly, DeepZip
works on non-optimal log formats. Logs are highly redundant,
and DeepZip ignores such redundancy. Secondly, training a
good DNN model in DeepZip is very difficult and resource
consuming. This is because it directly trains on all possible
characters, and the input space is huge.
Log file is a special type of inputs for compression tasks.
It has a few unique characters. Firstly, all log files can be or
have already been well formatted. Entries in a log are usually
generated by printf-family functions or similar libraries
in other programming languages. These functions require a
format string, which essentially provides a template to parse
the log entry [65]. Existing projects like LogStash [1] can
help format log files from various sources. Secondly, log files
have a limited vocabulary. Besides words in log statement
templates, variables in each log entry are mostly either well
formatted (e.g., IP addresses) or consistently appear in the log
(i.e., process names).
Based on the analysis of existing methods and log files,
we propose E LISE (BOX C in Figure 1). It features a preprocessing step that reduces all structural redundancy from log
entries, which effectively reduces the file to compress; and
converts all strings/characters to a numerical representation,
which reduces the input/output space for DNN based encoder
and numerical values make it easier to train. For the example
in Figure 1, E LISE applies four different preprocessing rules
to convert the entry to a much shorter one, and also converts
them into numerical formats making it easier to train the encoder. The DNN training and encoding steps are very similar
to that of DeepZip. But with modified log Entries, it can compress the log with shorter bit strings and a faster speed. Based
on our evaluation in Section 4, E LISE is around 5.63 times
faster than DeepZip.
Compared with Gzip, DNN based encoding has a stronger
capability of capturing information redundancy and provides
better encodings, and hence has lower compression ratios [19].
That is why both DeepZip and E LISE have lower compression ratios than Gzip. E LISE further improves DeepZip by
applying preprocessing rules to capture different levels of
redundancy and converting all data into numerical formats to
improve the training speed.
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DATA. Simplified Log

pid:50, ts:159.2, counter:13, syscall:20, type:syscall, path:/usr/local/A, path:/usr/local/B...

Step1: Preprocessing

Step2: Obtaining Encoder

A. 1
A. Gzip

Step3: Log Compression

A. 2

A. 3

① ..., counter:13, syscall:20, type:syscall

...'1':'110', '6': '10','7': '01'...
Counting Frequency

LZ77

Huffman Encoding

② ..., counter:13,syscall:20, type:(16, 7)...

...1101001...

Final Result

Repeated Strings

B. 1
B. DeepZip

B. 2

B. 3

...syscal l

③ ..., counter:13, syscall:20, type:syscall

...syscal

DNN Model

C. 1

C. ELISE

C. 2

pid,ts,...,path
Rule 1

pid:50

ts:159.2
Counter:13

/usr/local/A
/usr/local/B

Rule 2

Rule 3

Rule 4

[0]

1.0, 2

0.004751168
...
000000002

Model Prediction

Final Result

C. 3
...1.0, 2
...1.0

0

's': (0.1, 0.9)
...
'l': (0.1, 0.7)
...

0A,0B

DNN Model

'0': (0, 0.1)
...
',': (0.1, 0.9)
...

0.002021875
…
0000000007

Model Prediction

Final Result

Figure 1: Example of Gzip, DeepZip and E LISE.

3

Design of E LISE

In this section, we first give an overview of E LISE design
and a definition of our threat model, and then introduce each
component including preprocessing, DNN based encoder and
data compression and decompression.

3.1

Overview of E LISE

The overall workflow of E LISE is shown in Figure 2. After receiving logs from various sources, E LISE first converts them
into a united format, and then splits large files into small ones
for concurrent processing (component A in Figure 2). Then,
the log files are preprocessed to remove the redundancy (component B). For each of them, we train a small DNN as its
encoder (component C). When compressing the log, we leverage the trained encoder and arithmetic encoding to produce
the final output. The dashed box includes all the artifacts (including a DNN model, a reference table and the compressed
data file) that are required to reproduce the raw log. In the following sections, we will introduce each component and how
E LISE can be deployed in real world scenarios (e.g., avoiding
retraining for all files and improving prediction accuracy to
improve compression performance).
Scope of the paper. E LISE is designed to be part of an enterprise security infrastructure. It provides the capability of
storing large size logs with the minimal space without information loss. E LISE is suitable for enterprise level systems
which generate a large amount of log data and store them for
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various analysis, and hence the storage overhead is high. Also,
E LISE is designed for centralized log storage. Namely, instead
of storing logs on individual end user computers or servers,
logs from different sources are stored in a well protected
server. This is a common practice for modern enterprises. A
centralized server can provide better data integrity protection
and storage optimization. E LISE guarantees the integrity of
logs during its processing, and assumes the integrity of logs
from sources (both in compression and decompression).

3.2

Log Formatting

E LISE accepts logs from different sources, and the first job it
does is to normalize them into the same format. To do this,
E LISE leverages LogStash [1] to convert all files to JSON
format. Yuan et al. [65] demonstrated that most logs are generated by the printf-family functions or their variants in
other languages. Such logs use the format string as their
first parameter. As a result, log entries can be organized in
a (key:value) pattern with constant strings in the format
string as keys and runtime variable values as values. Thus,
JSON is commonly used to store logs. LogStash is a log normalization tool which can parse log and convert their formats
based on given rules. It has built-in support for many popular
applications and systems already. After formatting all logs,
E LISE also splits the large files into smaller ones to enable
parallel data compression and achieve high efficiency.
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Log Source
Linux log

ELISE
B. Preprocessing
A. Log Formatting

C. Obtaining Encoder

D. Log Compression

DNN Model

Arithmetic Encoder

Reference table

Compressed File

Key patterns

Windows log
Session Management and
Enumerations

Apache log

Formatting Tools File Splitter
Ftp log

Monotonous Values
Frequent Words Reduction

Mysql log
Control Flow

Data Flow

Figure 2: Workflow of E LISE.

3.3

Log Preprocessing

Before obtaining the encoder and compressing the log file,
E LISE first applies a set of rules to remove the redundancy
and prepare them for DNN based encoder training.
Preprocessing 1: Key patterns. Different from other rules,
preprocessing rule 1 focuses on reducing keys belonging to
the same type of log entries (e.g., the keyword “pid”, “ts” and
“path” in system logs) with short numerical codes. Other preprocessing rules reduce redundant values (e.g., the pid number
“50”). Recall that each log entry consists of a constant template part and some runtime variable values (Section 3.2).
There are a limited number of templates in a program, but
they can generate countless log entries. Even though the log
formatting step in E LISE can remove some redundant items
(e.g., by shrinking a natural language sentence to a single
word), the JSON log file still has a lot of redundancy, especially the repeated keywords and their orders. For example,
in Linux Auditd logs, there are only four different types of
logs despite millions of entries.
E LISE automatically converts all fixed keywords into a numerical sequence with the minimal number of digits. For example, the log entry (pid:50, ts:159.2, counter:13,
syscall:20, type:syscall, rs:success) will be
converted to a new string (0: {50, 159.2, 13, 20,
syscall, success}) with a reference code r. Then, we
create a reference table containing the rule to convert the numerical value back to its original format. In this case, we mark
r
the rule corresponds to the reference code r as (0) →
7− (pid,
ts, counter, syscall, type, rs). During decompression, E LISE
will query the reference table to find the translation rules and
then apply them. To automatically discover such keys, we
leverage LogStash rules. When LogStash parses the log, it
also detects the constants and variables in these entries, and
E LISE directly uses the constants keys in the converted log as
our key patterns.
Preprocessing 2: Session management and enumerations.
Many system and software activities from different users
(or clients) use sessions. Log entries belonging to the same
session will share a lot of variables and hence, they have
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many repeated values. For example, in Linux system log, log
entries belonging to the same process have the same values for
pid, ppid (parent process id), hostname and arch (system
architecture), and most of them have the same values for uid,
gid and so on.
Storing such repeated values will lead to higher overhead.
To alleviate this problem, we propose to summarize session
related fields into a tuple stored in the reference table. Similar to key patterns, we define a translation rule between the
common values and compressed values, and then assign the
compressed log entry with a reference code. For example, for
(pid:50, arch:03, uid:3345), we map it to (pid:0,
arch:0, uid:0) with a reference code t. In the reference
t
table, we have (0,0,0) →
7− (50, 03, 3345). Notice that even
less common, values of some fields belonging to the same
process do change from one to another such as uid. Functions like setuid() can change this value in a session. In
this case, we just add a new translation rule in the reference
table and increase the compressed code for these fields (e.g.,
from 0 to 1). Moreover, we reorganize logs into sessions
by aggregating log entries in the same session into the same
region to reduce storage overhead. Different from preprocessing 1 which analyzes the redundancy in keys, preprocessing
2 focuses on the repeated patterns in values. Automatically
discovering such patterns is a classic data mining problem.
To solve this problem, we first extract all values belonging
to the same keys (obtained from preprocessing 1). Then, we
perform an unsupervised clustering analysis on corresponding
to find such patterns. Specifically, we use a TF-IDF to get the
frequently values, and then uses the K-means algorithm to
cluster all logs. To determine the optimal value of k, we use
the Silhouette method. After that, we also manually check
whether these keys are correct. Lastly, we summarize these
patterns into rules, apply them to the original log, and update
the reference table accordingly.
Notice that even though some fields are not related to sessions, they are also clustered because of a limited number of
possible values in a given set of log files. For example, forensics systems usually only log I/O and process related system
calls, and their logs have a finite set of system call numbers.
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Even though they are not session related fields, we also do
similar preprocessing for them to reduce the redundancy.
Preprocessing 3: Monotonous values. In various types of
logs, it is common to see some fields that have monotonous
values even though they are not identical. Because of this,
continuous log entries may share a lot of common characters
or numbers. Such fields include timestamps, counters used
for logging statistical information, transaction identifiers for
databases, etc. For example, most logs use the UNIX time to
record when the event happens. A single UNIX timestamp in
Linux Auditd log is a 14-character long string including 13
digits and a dot symbol. Recall that E LISE separates huge log
files into smaller ones (Section 3.2) for parallel processing.
Most timestamps in the same log file have identical digits
at the beginning representing the same year, month and day,
which is redundant.
For these monotonous value fields, we first record the smallest value and then replace the original value with the offset
values in the rest of the log. Such incremental logging can
help remove a lot of unnecessary digits. When decompressing,
we recalculate the actual values by using the smallest value
and offsets. Discovering such monotonous value fields is also
simple. We first choose the numerical fields, and then simply
test whether they are monotonous in log sequence order.
Preprocessing 4: Frequent words reduction. Besides the
previous redundancies, there are still word and string level
redundancies. For example, folder and file paths commonly
share a long prefix. Moreover, folder names in paths may
share a lot of common substrings with other fields like process names and binary names. To remove such redundancies,
we introduce a two layer frequent words compression technique leveraging existing algorithms (i.e., finding the longest
substrings).
Firstly, we compress strings that belong to the same type of
log entries. For example, in Linux Auditd log, we gather all
PATH type entries, and find common substrings among them.
The log entry type can be identified by its keyword patterns.
Secondly, we apply the algorithm again globally to reduce
word level redundancy. One key difference of E LISE in this
step from existing algorithms (e.g., LZ77) is that instead of
replacing the strings with a mark with offsets and length,
E LISE directly substitute them with numerical values (similar
to preprocessing 1). In log files, all formats and fields are
well-defined, and using a translation rule plus numerical value
saves more space.

3.4

Encoder and Data Compression

Similar to DeepZip, E LISE uses a trained encoder and arithmetic encoding to compress a data file. In this section, we
will show how to obtain such an encoder and leverage it to
perform data compression and decompression.
Encoder. Theoretically, all model architectures that support
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Figure 3: Model Architecture of DNN Model in E LISE.

processing sequential data potentially can be used as our encoder. In our implementation, the design of DNN is shown
in Figure 3. It is a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
model, M : SL 7→ [0, 1]N . This model takes an L-length string
s = {s1 s2 . . . sL }, s ∈ S as the input to predict the next character sL+1 in this sequence. It consists of two LSTM layers, a
batch normalization layer, two fully connected layers, and the
last layer, a SoftMax layer outputs an N-length long vector
y = {y1 , y2 , . . . , yN }, where N is the total number of possible
characters and each yi ∈ [0, 1], arg(yi ) ∈ [1, N] . Each label of
the output vector represents a possible character (e.g., ‘a’ to
‘z’). For the i-th character si , we use string {si−L . . . si−1 } to
predict si . Training such a model is a typical classification
task where the input is a fixed length vector and the output is
a one-hot encoding of characters. We used categorical crossentropy loss function and Adam [35] optimizer with default
settings to train the models.
Pre-trained encoder and partial data training. Training an
encoder from scratch can take a long time. We notice that
system logs are highly redundant which enables us two optimizations: partial data training and using pre-trained models.
Partial data training means we do not train the encoder on the
entire dataset but just a small part of it. The other solution is
to use pre-trained models and only finetune them on new data
files. Also, we can combine these two approaches together:
finetuning a pre-trained encoder on partial data. Notice that
even if the trained encoder cannot achieve high prediction
accuracy on test data, it still can be used for lossless data
compression and decompression. Models with higher prediction results will lead to lower compression ratios (i.e., better
results) and vice versa. Thus, these optimizations are tradeoffs between compression ratios and compression time. In
Section 4.4.1, we perform a study on how such optimizations
affect E LISE.
Encoding and data compression. After obtaining the
trained encoder, we combine it with arithmetic encoding to
encode characters. First, we use the trained model to predict
each character in the file F c whose length is c and get their
outputs. For the i-th character si , we get yi = {yi1 , yi2 , . . . , yiN }.
Also, we initialize two variables (A, B) as (0, 1) which be
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used to store intermediate results, and perform encoding by
applying the following equations:
j

arg(ytii ) = si , i ∈ {1, . . . , c}, oij =
Ai = Ai−1 + (Bi−1 − Ai−1 ) ∗ otii−1
Bi = Ai−1 + (Bi−1 − Ai−1 ) ∗ otii ,

∑k=1 yik
i
∑N
k=1 yk

(1)

After doing this for all c characters, we can get a (Ac , Bc ), and
to encode the whole log file, we only need to pick a number
f which satisfies Ac ≤ f < Bc and f has the shortest binary
representation as our final compressed data file.
Notice that after updating A and B for several iterations, it
can get small, and we have to use customized data types to
represent such small numbers. As we will show in Section 4,
storing a single number like this can take a few MB. For the
first L characters at the beginning of a file, we cannot find
a corresponding input to the model. A common practice to
solve this problem is just assuming a fixed distribution.
Data decompression. Decompressing the data from f is a
reverse process of data compression. For the i-th characters si ,
we first obtain the prediction result yi = {yi1 , yi2 , . . . , yiN } via
the DNN model. Similar to the compression process, we need
(A, B) whose initial values are (0, 1) to store our intermediate
results and apply the following rules for decompression:
j

oi = {oi1 , oi2 , . . . , oiN }, oij =

∑k=1 yik
i ,
∑N
k=1 yk

i ∈ {1, . . . , c}

si = arg(yiz ), f ∈ [Ai , Bi ), z ∈ {1, . . . , N}
Ai = Ai−1 + (Bi−1 − Ai−1 ) ∗ oiz−1
Bi = Ai−1 + (Bi−1 − Ai−1 ) ∗ oiz ,

(2)

Recall that the trained encoder cannot predict the first L characters in a given file, and they are encoded by using a fixed
distribution. For these characters, we reuse this fixed distribution during decompression. After this, we leverage the stored
reference table to undo all the preprocessing operations to
recover the raw log.

4

Evaluation

We built a prototype based on our proposed idea, and evaluate it using real world data to validate its effectiveness, efficiency and support of real word security analysis applications.
We first introduce our setup for our experiments including
configurations of the server and datasets (Section 4.1). In
Section 4.2, we evaluate its effectiveness by comparing with
existing methods DeepZip and Gzip on different sized log
files. To measure the efficiency of E LISE, we measure the
time cost of individual steps including preprocessing, encoder
training, data compression and decompression; and the usage
of memory. Moreover, we perform an ablation study on the
configurable parameters in E LISE and also alternative designs
that can help speed up model training (partial data training
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and using pre-trained models. Lastly, we use one real world
security application, forensics analysis to validate if E LISE
can guarantee the log integrity.

4.1

Experiment Setup

Our prototype of E LISE is implemented in Python using
Keras [7] with TensorFlow as the backend [4]. If not specified,
all experiments are conducted on a Ubuntu 18.04 machine
equipped with a GeForce RTX 6000 GPU, 64 CPUs and 376
GB main memory.
Datasets. Our evaluation datasets are collected from 3 different operating systems and 3 popular server applications. We
follow the standard guidance to collect datasets on our experimental machine properly. Specifically, we randomly start the
data collection procedure, guarantee long enough collection
durations, and perform a manual post-modern check to reduce
biases and make sure that used workloads are representative.
Details of these files are listed in Table 1. We collect system logs from Linux, Windows and FreeBSD and application
logs from Apache2, VSFTP and MySQL which run on top
of Linux. For system logs, we collect system events which
include but are not limited to system calls, monitored process
(by default, all processes), specific files (e.g., /etc/passwd)
and user account information (i.e., euid). On Linux, we use
the built-in system event collector auditd. On Windows, we
utilize the Sysinternal tools such as Process Monitor. On
FreeBSD, we leverage DTrace to gather such information.
All applications we use have their own application logs, and
we directly use their built-in tools and default configurations.
Apache2 and VSFTP logs mainly contain the connection
information (e.g., source IP address, port number, client information) and access information (e.g., file access and downloading behaviors). MySQL logs not only the connection
information and queries, but also its internal transaction information. In Table 1, we also list the size of the studied log
in the last column, and for short, we give each log file a name
which is listed in the first column. The logs are collected with
typical workloads. For Linux, Windows and FreeBSD operating systems, they are used as end user machines running
office software suites, browsers, editors, note-taking software,
email clients, calendars and so on. The Apache2 server is
hosting both static and dynamic websites such as blogs and
wiki sites. The FTP server provides file sharing service for our
organization, and the MySQL databases contain the records
for several relational databases. To ensure the consistency
of workloads, we collect log data under the same condition
and we manually compare them with logs collected in the
production environment.

4.2

Effectiveness of E LISE

Experiments. We use log files generated by different systems
and applications to evaluate the effectiveness of E LISE, and
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Table 1: The Overview of Datasets∗ .

∗

Name

OS

Collector

Event Type

Lin
Win
Htp
Ftp
Sql
BSD

Linux
Windows
Linux
Linux
Linux
FreeBSD

Auditd
Sysinternal
Apache2
VSFTP
MySQL
DTrace

System calls, I/O information
Process and user information
HTTP connection and access
FTP connection and access
MySQL connection and actions
System calls, I/O information

Size (GB)
0.8, 7.7, 16.1
0.7, 7.4
2.4, 24.3
0.9, 9.5
1.0, 10.0
0.8, 8.3

In this paper, we use Name-Size to refer one dataset.

compare it with existing methods Gzip and DeepZip by measuring the compression ratio (CR) which is defined as the total size after compression (including models and compressed
data) over the original file size. Gzip embeds its reference
table as part of its final output file (with some other engineering optimizations to reduce its size), and thus we just need to
measure the size of the output file to determine its total size
after compression. For E LISE, the final results contain two
parts, i.e., the trained model and the data file containing the
reference table and compressed contents. The total size after
compression for DeepZip will be the sum of the size of the
model and the size of the data file.
E LISE has a set of configurable parameters, and we use the
default setting in our experiments. To be more specific, we
use 10 parallel processes to perform the compression. For a
fair comparison, E LISE uses the same model architecture as
DeepZip. More results on the effects of different configurations are presented in Section 4.4.1. Because DeepZip is slow
and takes a significantly long time for large files, we choose
to use 13 hours as a time limit for the compression process.
If one method is taking too much time (i.e., longer than the
threshold), we will mark it as T/O (i.e., time out).
Results and analysis. Results of our effectiveness evaluation
are summarized in Figure 4. In Figure 4(a), the X-axis denotes
used datasets and Y-axis shows the compression ratio for each
method. For the rest figures (Figure 4(b) to Figure 4(h)), we
use 0 to 9 in the X-axis to represent individual files after
splitting. The dash lines in each figure show the average
compression ratios on all these files for the two methods, and
their concrete values are marked in the Y-axis. Notice that we
do not show results for DeeZip in these figures. The reason is
that we set our timeout threshold value to be 13 hours. That
is, when the compression takes longer than 13 hours, we stop
it and cannot report results for corresponding experiments.
DeepZip timeouts on all large files. As will be discussed in
Section 4.2, DeepZip takes 12.7 hours to process a 0.8 GB
sized Linux system log, and cannot scale to large files.
From results on small sized files in Figure 4, we can see
that although compression ratios vary for different log files,
E LISE achieves the best compression ratios among the 3 compared methods. Overall, E LISE is 1.13 ∼ 12.97 times better
than Gzip and DeepZip. Different compression ratios of three
methods show that all three methods can successfully detect
the redundancies in the log files, but at different levels. Our
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results indicate the advantage of E LISE in log compression
compared to existing compressors and good generalization
to different types of log files. All three methods achieve the
best compression result on HTTP logs and the worst on BSD
logs. This is because HTTP logs have more redundancies
than others and BSD logs contain less redundant information.
We can see that E LISE has lower compression ratios for all
datasets. On average, its compression ratio is only 36.96%
and 54.41% that of Gzip and DeepZip. In other words, it can
shrink the data size by half or even more compared to the
other two methods. The best results are both achieved on
HTTP with over 11.08 times improvement on average, and
the worst results are both obtained on the BSD log.
Observations on large sized logs are consistent with small
sized logs. For the same type of logs, they show similar compression ratios for all methods and the relative compression
results of different methods are also the same. Individual
small files split from the same large file have similar compression ratios with Gzip and DeepZip, leading to consistent final
results. Notice that the compression ratio for a certain method
can be affected by the size of the file. The statistic numbers
for a character in small sized files tend to be biased. However,
log files are highly redundant, and we do not observe such
phenomena in our experiments.

4.3

Efficiency of E LISE

We further evaluate both the runtime cost and memory usage
of E LISE to understand its efficiency. In these experiments,
we use the same settings for DeepZip and E LISE including the
same model architecture and training parameters. Specifically,
we use the model described in Figure 3. The batch size is
4096 and the learning rate is 0.001. The selection of batch
size and learning rate are discussed in Section 4.4
4.3.1

Runtime cost of E LISE

The runtime cost can be divided into four parts in E LISE: log
file splitting and preprocessing, DNN model training, data
compression and decompression. To measure the cost of each
step, we profile the execution of E LISE on 6 datasets and log
the runtime of each step. Gzip does not require training a
model, and its runtime cost is divided into only two parts:
compression and decompression. For DeepZip, we measure
its training time, compression time and decompression time.
Results are summarized in Figure 4(i). Each stacked bar represents the time used for processing the log file, and its four
components denote the time for each step. The X-axis shows
the dataset and compression method, and the Y-axis measures
the time cost in minutes. The time cost of Gzip is not shown in
this figure because of different compression steps. We include
a discussion in the following result analysis. Also, we only
show the results for small log files to avoid T/O for DeepZip.
In practice, the time cost is almost linear with the log size if
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Figure 4: Effectiveness Evaluation on Different Files (EL is short for E LISE and DZ is short for DeepZip).

the platform and used applications are the same. Thus, small
log files can represent the relative cost of different methods.
Many parameters in DeepZip and E LISE can affect the runtime costs such as batch size, and we perform an ablation
study in Section 4.4.
Results and analysis. First, we do not include Gzip in Figure 4(i). It is the fastest method among all methods. On average, it takes Gzip 0.17 minutes to compress and 0.06 minutes
to decompress the tested 6 small logs. Compared to Gzip,
DeepZip and E LISE are slower mainly because they require
training a DNN model and querying the model many times
during compression and decompression. Such techniques are
new and have not been optimized on both the hardware and
software stacks. Considering that DeepZip and E LISE have
better compression ratios than Gzip (over 11.08 times better,
Section 4.2), we do envision DNN based compression as a
promising research direction.
On average, DeepZip is 5.63 times slower than E LISE,
even though E LISE has an additional preprocessing step. This
shows that E LISE is more efficient compared to DeepZip,
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which is the benefit of our design. By leveraging domain
specific knowledge of log files, E LISE converts most of the
texts in the log to numerical formats which enables less training time and more efficient data compression/decompression.
The preprocessing step takes negligible time compared to the
other three steps in E LISE. Overall, it only scans the log file,
applies lightweight rules to generate the reference table and
converts log format.
Breaking down to individual steps, both E LISE and
DeepZip spend most of the time on data decompression which
takes almost as long as the other steps combined. In arithmetic encoding based methods, the decoding phase commonly
takes a longer time, as also observed and analyzed by existing
work [46]. This is because it requires searching the correct
value for variable z in Equation 2. Another interesting observation is that the training phase does not take too much
time compared with data compression. This is because arithmetic computations in training (mostly FP32 computations)
are faster on modern systems. For data compression (and decompression), we have to use customized data types to store
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intermediate results, which leads to higher runtime overhead.
Even though training requires a lot of time, these operations
have been optimized on modern software and hardware stacks.
DeepZip takes less time on log files compared with other general NL based tasks. This is mainly because logs have less
vocabulary, and their distribution is simpler than other NL
artifacts. For the same log file, E LISE spends 578% less time
on training compared with DeepZip. This shows the benefits of preprocessing them by removing the redundancies and
converting them to numerical formats.
For files in the same type (e.g., Linux system logs or BSD
logs) , the processing time and file size should have a linear
relationship for DNN based compression methods because
the compression methods need to compress more data. Surprisingly, this is also true for most files from different sources.
For example, it takes similar time for both DeepZip and E LISE
to compress and decompress Win-0.7G and Lin-0.8G, while
Htp-2.4G costs 3 times longer compared with these two
datasets. BSD-0.8G is an exception. The main reason is that,
unlike others, BSD logs file has a lot of nested structures.
Therefore, handling such a complex log structure requires
more time.
4.3.2

Memory Cost

We measure both GPU and main memory cost of E LISE during its execution. Main memory usage is mainly affected by
the buffer that is used to store raw data, and concrete numbers
are omitted. The GPU and main memory usage of E LISE are
shown in Figure 5. In this experiment, we use the default
parameters (i.e., learning rate, split size, fine-tuning ratio and
batch size) for all systems, which ensures that the comparison
is fair. Also, as reported in Section 4.4, default parameters
lead to the overall best result for DeepZip. The X-axis represents datasets, and the Y-axis represents memory costs in
megabyte scale. From the figure, we observe that processing different files consumes the same amount of GPU memory for individual stages. For different stages, training uses
more GPU memory than compression and decompression.
Specifically, model training costs 1, 632 MB and compression/decompression takes 700 MB, which can be supported
by all mainstream GPUs. The consumption of GPU is dominated by the size of the model and the number of samples we
use in each batch. Since our LSTM model is small and the default batch sizes are the same, the GPU memory consumption
is also tiny and similar. Training takes larger GPU memory
because it stores gradients to support backward propagation.

4.4

Ablation Study

In this section, we perform an ablation study for E LISE. Based
on this, we try to answer how to select optimal values in
practice.
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4.4.1

Ablation Study for E LISE

E LISE has a few configurable parameters that may affect its
performance: the size of split files, batch size and learning
rate in model training. We choose the hyperparameters by
following the standard procedure in machine learning. Specifically, we leverage a small dataset randomly drawn from the
training dataset and train with different hyperparameters. By
comparing different configurations, we can pick optimal hyperparameter values to train on the whole dataset. We then
evaluate the impact of each parameter by varying them independently. In Section 3, we also mentioned that E LISE can
use partial data for training and pre-trained models to optimize its runtime. We also evaluate the effects of these two
techniques in this section.
Split file size. When compressing a large file, E LISE automatically divides the file into smaller ones and compresses them
independently. By default, we split large files into 10 smaller
ones and make sure their sizes are between 0.7 GB to 4.0 GB
(constrained by our memory). The size is configurable. To test
the effect of this parameter, we use Lin-7.7G as our dataset,
and configure the size from 0.1 GB to 1.2 GB. The results are
shown in Figure 6(a). The X-axis shows the split size. The
blue line shows the final compression ratio (Y-axis on the left),
and the red line reflects the accuracy of the trained model (second Y-axis on the right). Lastly, the green line shows the ratio
of compressed model over the total final artifacts. Because we
use a fixed model architecture, the model size is a fixed value.
When the split size is small and model accuracy is similar, the
size of the model itself becomes the dominant factor of the
total final size (and hence the compression ratio). This green
line is used to study this phenomenon.
From this figure, we can see that when the size is larger than
0.6 GB, the compression ratio reaches a saturation state. This
is because the accuracy of DNN cannot be further optimized
as indicated by the red line. With the same accuracy of the
model, the probability distribution of individual letters will not
change much. As a result, we end up with similar encodings
for individual letters which leads to saturation in compression
ratios. On the other hand, when the size is smaller than 0.6
GB, the DNN encoder has high accuracy but the compression
ratio is high. Notice that for different split sized files, the
DNN model has the same architecture and size, which is a
dominant factor when files are small. This leads to such high
compression ratios. On different log files, the saturation
points are slightly different, but such a phenomenon exists on
all of them. Notice that the results do not mean that E LISE
will be sensitive to the split size in practice. This is because
in the real world, common log file sizes are far larger than 0.6
GB, which means the compression ratio will be stable and
small.
Batch size. Batch size is a typical parameter that can affect
the DNN training and prediction including its training time,
accuracy, resources consumption, and transitively, compres-
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Figure 5: Memory Cost of E LISE and Evaluation Results with Different Batch Size Settings (T, C and D are shorts for training, compression
and decompression) .

sion ratio. To study its effects, we use different batch sizes on
Lin-0.8G dataset and collected the time cost, memory usage,
model accuracy and the size of compressed files. The batch
size varies from 512 to 65,536. As a comparison, we also
do the same experiments on time costs and memory costs
evaluation using DeepZip. The experiment results are shown
in Figure 5.
Overall, the model accuracy (0.86~0.88) and the compression ratios (0.90%~1.09%) are impervious to the change of
batch size. This is mainly because of our preprocessing, which
converts training on natural language artifacts to numerical
values. This makes training easier and scalable to larger training batch sizes. Here we do not compare E LISE with DeepZip
as similar results have been presented in Section 4.2.
On the other hand, Figure 5(c) and Figure 5(d) show that
batch size impacts training time and GPU memory occupation. With the increase of batch size from 512 to 65,536, the
GPU memory occupation rises from 736 MB to 17,008 MB
and the training time decreases from 77.40 to 16.07 minutes
per epoch. Similarly, as the batch size increases, DeepZip
consumes more GPU memory but spends less time in training. Comparing the two methods, the time cost of DeepZip
is significantly higher than that of E LISE, but its GPU memory usages are comparable. The results reveal that increasing
batch size could significantly speed up the training process
and the improvement is not linear. The training speed does
not increase any more after the batch size is large enough.
This conclusion is consistent with previous work [18].
Learning Rates. Learning rates can affect the model accu-
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Table 2: Evaluation Results with Different Learning Rate Settings.
Learning Rate

Compression Ratio (%)
E LISE

0.1
0.01
0.001
0.0001
0.00001

6.11
0.97
0.91
1.12
1.51

DeepZip
60.91
2.85
1.69
1.85
2.42

Accuracy
E LISE
0.30
0.87
0.88
0.86
0.82

DeepZip
0.20
0.95
0.97
0.97
0.96

racy and transitively, the final compression ratio. To measure
its effects, we adopt 5 different learning rates (from 0.1 to
0.00001) to train DNN models and collect final compression
ratios on the Lin-0.8G log. The results are shown in Table 2.
As shown in the table, larger learning rates lead to lower prediction accuracy of DNN and higher final compression ratios,
which is consistent with existing work. This is because higher
learning makes it easier to skip optimal values during optimization, leading to non-optimal results. On the other hand,
small learning rates result in slow convergence and make it
hard to skip local optimal values, which is also undesired. To
solve this problem, we follow the standard recommendations
in ML community, and use adaptive optimization methods
(i.e., optimizer will dynamically adjust learning rates) with a
relatively large learning rate 0.001 as our default setting.
Partial data training. Due to the high redundancy in log
files, it is possible to use only part of the data for training
and perform the compression on the whole data file (Section 3). To evaluate its practical effects, we split a 200 MB
file from Lin-7.7G and then divide it into 10 equal parts, and
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Figure 6: Ablation Study Results (DZ is short for DeepZip).

use different percentage of the whole data, i.e., 10%, 20%, · · ·
,100%, to train the encoder. For each compression, we measure the final compression ratio on the whole file. The red line
in Figure 6(b) shows the results for different data split size
settings. We observe that when we use more training data, the
compression ratio decreases. Meanwhile, when the data size
increases, the training takes more time because we need to
train the DNN model on more data. How to determine the size
of partial data to use is a trade-off in real world scenarios with
other constraints. We would like to mention that this experiment is done with file size smaller than 0.6 GB. Namely, the
compression has not reached the saturation point. As a result,
training with different percentages of the file will lead to the
model accuracy change. We believe this experiment is still
valuable even though E LISE is not sensitive to training size
change when it is larger than a threshold value (i.e., 0.6 GB).
This is because training with partial data is an optimization
aiming for using less time and resources to achieve acceptable
results. In time sensitive scenarios, system administrators can
choose this optimization to speed up the system while having
non-optimal compression results.
Finetuning with entire data. In a real world scenario, it is
highly likely that we only need to store a limited number
of logs for a long time. As a result, for a given data file, it
is highly likely that we have encountered similar files many
times. Therefore, we can use pre-trained model plus finetuning to compress the new file, which is much faster. To validate
this idea, we pre-train a model on one of the small files and
use it to compress another 9 different files of the same type.
For each new file, the model is finetuned only for one epoch,
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and the compression ratios are measured. The finetuning results are shown in Figure 6(c). The X-axis (i.e., L1~ L9)
means different pre-trained models, and the Y-axis is the compression ratio. The results show that the models finetuned on
different files have similar compression ratios (i.e., on average
0.92%) and are comparable with results obtained by training
on the whole data (see Figure 4). This indicates that using
pre-trained models can effectively reduce training costs while
maintaining similar compression ratios.
Finetuning with partial data. A natural way to further optimize the runtime of E LISE is to use a pre-trained model and
only finetune it with partial data. To test this, we combine
these two methods and evaluate its performance. The finetuned model is the same as previous experiments, and file
splitting setting is from 10% to 100%. The results are shown
as blue line in Figure 6(b). From this figure, we can get similar
conclusions with previous experiments: compression ratios
drop along with the increase of training data. However, the
compression ratios are lower than those in the previous experiments under the same condition (i.e., use same sized partial
data to train the model). When we use partial data to train
the model, Figure 6(b) shows that training with a pre-trained
model always yields better results when the percentage of
training data is lower than 80%. This demonstrates the advantages of using a pre-trained model.
4.4.2

Ablation Study for DeepZip

We also perform an ablation study for DeepZip. Due to its
inefficiency, all experiments are performed on two portions
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of the Lin-7.7G and Lin-16.1G log files.
Split file size. To understand the effects of split file size for
DeepZip, we first split the Lin-7.7G file into different sizes
(from 0.025 GB to 0.30 GB). Then, we train DNN models
on these split files, compress them and measure compression
ratios. The result is shown in Figure 6(d), which has a consistent format with Figure 6(a): the blue, red and green lines
denote the compression ratio, accuracy of the model and the
ratio of model size over the total size (after compression),
respectively. Similar to E LISE, with the increase of split size,
all three values decrease and then reach a saturation point.
What is different is that the absolute values of the split sizes
are different. For E LISE, it reaches the saturation point when
the size is around 0.6 GB, and for DeepZip, it is smaller than
that. This is because E LISE trains the model on numerical
values while DeepZip trains the model on discrete values. On
the one hand, using raw English letters (i.e., discrete values)
makes training harder to converge and takes a longer time. It
also does not capture all redundancies like E LISE, leading to
high compression ratios. On the other hand, it can identify all
repeated substrings with a small size of data, because preprocessings in E LISE have made the distribution of individual
letters more complex. For example, the letter “0” in different
positions of E LISE preprocessed log has different meanings,
which is interpreted by defined rules and reference table. As
a result, DeepZip reaches the saturation point with less data
than E LISE.
Learning Rates. To measure the effect of learning rates, we
train models with different learning rate settings, from 0.1 to
0.00001 on the same file, and measure the compression ratio.
Results are shown in Table 2. The results show that, using a
large learning rate can significantly increase the compression
ratio. When we use a smaller learning rate, the compression
ratio becomes smaller and then larger. This observation is
consistent with the findings of E LISE, and further proves that
a large learning rate and a very small learning rate are not
practical.
Partial data training. We also evaluate the effects of
DeepZip training with partial data. Specifically, we first split
the log file into 10 small ones ranging from 10% to 100% of
the original one. Then, we train DNN models on these small
files and measure the compression ratio using the original
large file. The redline in Figure 6(e) represents this result.
Consistent with the results of E LISE, when using more and
more data to train the model, the compression ratio gets lower
and lower.
Finetuning with entire data. Similar to the experiments for
E LISE, we also evaluate the effect of finetuning DeepZip by
splitting 10 files (L0 to L9) from the Lin-16.1G log file. The
size of each file is 200 MB. A model is pretrained on data file
L0, and finetuned on the rest 9 files, L1 to L9. We present the
result in Figure 6(f). As we can see, some compression ratios
are low while others are high. This is because DeepZip can
only identify simple contextual redundancy (but not structural
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Table 3: The Results of Forensic Analysis of 3 Starting nodes.
Experiment

Number of Related Activities
Original Data

1
2
3

320
199
69743

Graph Match

E LISE
320
199
69743

!
!
!

and complex contextual redundancy, such as monotonous values and sessions). As a result, when the contexts in test files
(i.e., L1 to L9) and the training file (i.e., L0) are similar, using this pre-trained model can get low compression ratios,
and vice versa. This result demonstrates the advantage of
using E LISE. By applying preprocessing rules, E LISE can
capture all types of contextual and structural redundancies,
and achieve good results even when the workloads are different.
Finetuning with partial data. Similar to E LISE, we also try
finetuning with partial data in DeepZip. Specifically, we pretrain a model on a 200 MB file split from Lin-7.7G, and
finetune it on different percentage of another 200 MB file.
The blue line in Figure 6(e) shows the compression ratios in
different settings. It shows a similar trend with using partial
data training, and also a consistent trend with that of E LISE.

4.5

Supports of Security Investigation

As a lossless compression, E LISE naturally supports all log
based security applications. To verify this, we perform log
based security incident investigations using the log from
DARPA transparent computing (TC) project Engagement 5
and compare the results with existing work [41, 42] to see if
E LISE can produce the same results. These tasks are forensic
analysis aiming to generate a provenance graph from log data
and analyze the attack activity by searching 1 backward in
the graph to find all malicious events that may have led to this
activity, and 2 forward to find affected files, processes, etc.
For each task, we start from a system subject or object as the
starting point, and compare the results of using E LISE and
raw log. Table 3 summarizes the results for these three experiments including the number of nodes shown in the generated
graphs using unmodified log and E LISE (columns 2 and 3,
respectively). We also manually check if the graphs match or
not (results in column 4 of Table 3). As indicated by the table,
E LISE can fully support the log based security analysis.

5

Discussion

As demonstrated by DeepZip and E LISE, DNN based data
compression has shown great potential. In some cases, it can
reduce 10 times or even more space overhead compared with
traditional compression methods like Gzip. On the other hand,
DeepZip has a significantly high runtime overhead. E LISE
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has proposed novel techniques to alleviate this problem, making it practically usable. Gzip still outperforms DNN based
compressions. Since real world logs are quite large, even a 1%
lower compression ratio can save GBs of storage space per
day in a large organization. Meanwhile, individual log files
are only decompressed when needed. We think that E LISE is
still valuable in practice. We also envision that with better
DNN inference optimization techniques such as inference
accelerate hardware (e.g., AI chips) and frameworks, model
compression and other potential techniques, the runtime of
E LISE can be further optimized.
In the future, there are a few promising research directions
based on proposed work. i) Optimizing E LISE runtime. As
mentioned earlier, E LISE still suffers from high runtime overhead compared with Gzip. Optimizing the runtime of E LISE
is important. Based on results in Section 4, we know that the
inference of DNN is the most time-consuming step in E LISE,
which can be optimized and is currently an important topic
in the ML community as well. There are already existing
methods, such as using inference frameworks or hardware,
leveraging pre-trained model, and compressing large model.
ii) Optimizing preprocessing and model training. Finding
other redundancies in log file and designing new preprocessing for it can potentially improve the compression efficiency.
Similarly, the training procedure can potentially be optimized
by using better model architectures or loss functions. We suspect that a lot of existing AutoML techniques can be altered
to fit in this application scenario and provide better results. iii)
Integrating E LISE in Existing Systems. E LISE is orthogonal to
many existing techniques, such as redundancy reduction techniques like LogGC [37] when the security application is fixed.
Thus, we believe that E LISE can be integrated to existing
provenance system and logging system pipelines. Exploring
how this can be done is also an interesting direction.

6

Related Work

Besides the directly related works regarding data compression
and log reduction discussed in Section 2, E LISE is highly
related to log analysis.
Existing threat detection approaches usually learn the pattern of normal behaviors from logs and detect threats if they
behave differently. Some work defines normal patterns as
single event matching rules [2, 3, 39], and detect potential
threats by comparing an activity with such predefined rules
learned from historical logs. Forrest et al. [15] uses a fixed
size sequence of syscalls to help identify normal behaviors of
UNIX processes. Other work [11, 59] improves the intrusion
using variable size sequence.
For APTs, many approaches leverage contextual information of events to analyze the provenance graph so that
it reduces the false positive alarms in detection. Some of
them [22, 44] utilize the information provided by log to create
either static or dynamic normal behavior models for threat
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detection. If an activity does not belong to any normal behavior models, it will be treated as an intrusion. SOTA system
in this kind, Unicorn [21] achieves better detection results by
learning several normal behavior models from log data.
Moreover, NoDoze [26] exploits historical system execution information integrated in system logs to learn normal
behavior patterns. It assigns higher anomaly values to rarely
occurring events counted from the historical log. Then, it
propagates and updates the anomaly value of each event with
its casually related events. Finally, it reduces a large number
of false intrusion alerts by filtering out warnings with lower
anomaly values. These methods, which utilize historical logs
to learn the contextual information, require logs collected for
a long time.
Many security analyses leverage provenance graphs, such
as forensic analysis and attack attribution [5, 51]. Provenance
graphs provide a big picture of the whole attack by backward
tracing [32] the events that led to the alert, and forward searching [38] the consequences of the attack. HERCULE [50]
reconstructs the attack history using community discovery
on correlated log graphs. NoDoze [26] selects the malicious
path in the provenance graph. Because provenance analysis is
usually performed on a large provenance graph that contains
much information, Lee et al. [36] propose to use execution partition to simplify the provenance graph. ProTracer [42] further
designs a lightweight tracing system to mitigate this problem
and reduce runtime overhead. A lot of existing work [28, 49]
focuses on similar topics and removes redundant information
of the provenance graph to improve usability.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose and build novel lossless data compression techniques to build a storage efficient logging systems, E LISE. By leveraging a few preprocessing steps, E LISE
is able to reduce structural and contextual redundancies that
existing techniques cannot reduce, and convert hard to train
natural languages in logs to numerical formats. Moreover, it
uses a deep neural network based representation learning technique to train an optimal encoder that can represent the same
contents with shorter binary strings. Our evaluation shows
that E LISE beats existing lossless compression techniques by
1.13 − 12.97 times with less than 20% overhead compared
with methods in its kind.

Availability
E LISE is hosted on GitHub. To facilitate the reproducibility of
this paper and deployment of such systems, we also provide
ready-to-use containers. The code can be found at https:
//github.com/dhl123/ELISE-2021
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